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Scheduler for Salesforce helps your financial advising team seamlessly manage high-touch 
personalized interactions with every client from every channel. Drive more qualified prospects, easily 
schedule meetings, retain more clients and grow your managed assets. Prospects and clients can 
instantly schedule appointments through every 1-on-1 and marketing driven communication. Save your 
advising business thousands on administration costs while increasing personalized service.

Qualified Prospecting

Turn each marketing engagement 
into a prospecting machine. 
Schedule meetings through your 
website, email campaigns, and 
digital marketing efforts. Allow 
business development reps to call 
out and schedule appointments on 
behalf of your advisors at scale.

Strengthening Relationships

Build trust with future and current 
clients by making advisors available 
for questions and investment advice. 
Include direct links in personal email 
messages or with client login portals. 
Define open or custom availability 
and allow clients to schedule 
appointments at their preferred times.

Ongoing Engagement

Automate client check-ins at key 
value or time milestones. Track and 
archive each customer appointment 
within Salesforce with easy to access 
reporting. Grow with your clients; 
streamline growing investment goal 
meetings and introduce new services 
or investment vehicles at the right time.

Provide an exceptional client experience and 
end the calling, chasing and waiting

Intelligent Appointment Scheduling 
for Salesforce – Engage more 
prospects and retain your clients  
in a whole new way

Connect with customers on every channel, and let them decide how to engage
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Who it’s for
Wealth 
Management

Education 
Financing

Retirement 
Planning

Advising Insurance



Who we are
TimeTrade helps leading brands optimize engagement through all phases of the customer relationship. TimeTrade’s Intelligent 
Appointment Scheduling solution harnesses the power of artificial intelligence to improve meeting scheduling strategies through real-
time customer insights and actions, producing better meetings and higher growth businesses, with TimeTrade customers outpacing their 
peers by nearly 3X. Tens of thousands of businesses—including leading global banks, retailers, and software companies—use TimeTrade’s 
appointments-as-a-Service platform to deliver the personalized attention expected by today’s on-demand consumers.
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Built for financial advisors

Einstein Ready
Harness the power of AI to 
engage clients at the right time

Detailed Reporting
Capture powerful meeting 
KPIs right within Salesforce

Shield Ready
Meeting the strictest 
security requirements

Schedule meetings without 
the back and forth

Easily see team availability and schedule appointments with 
prospects and customers right from their lead, contact, 
or person record in Salesforce. Prefer to schedule later? 
Invitations can be sent instantly from the record allowing 
the prospect or customer to schedule at their leisure from 
any device at any time and view true live availability from all 
required attendees. They can schedule the right meeting with 
the right staff member on your team at a date and time your 
customer chooses from their phone, tablet, or desktop.

Meet with a group – or 1 on 1

Easily schedule meetings 1-on-1 or with multiple people. 
Available appointment times reflect availability for all required 
participants on one consolidated calendar. Every invited 
attendee receives confirmation and reminder notifications 
and appointments are automatically added directly to their 
Salesforce and personal calendar.

Book the right person for the 
meeting – every time

Drive prospects and clients to the right team members from 
one easy to share calendar with Advanced Appointment 
Routing and Smart Matching. For inbound new leads, ask 
custom questions such as product interest, location, business 
size, and more to properly match the prospect and customer 
needs to the representative who is best qualified. For known, 
targeted prospects and contacts, easily offer appointment 
scheduling through outbound marketing campaigns, 
Salesforce email templates, and prospecting cadence 
software. Dynamically route prospects, leads and contacts 
to meet with the right employee based on assignment 
and ownership rules from Salesforce using one intelligent 
scheduling link.

Always have a place to meet

Built-in web conferencing integrates with your virtual meeting 
platform including Zoom, GoToMeeting, Webex, and Join. 
me. Schedule online meetings with unique private links. 
Virtual room dial-in details are automatically included in your 
confirmation and reminder notifications.

Make double bookings a thing of the past

Sync your personal calendar availability directly with TimeTrade. 
Integrate directly with Outlook, Office 365, Exchange, Google, 
and Salesforce Calendar to ensure you are never double 
booked. Appointments automatically sync to your teams 
connected calendars.

Capture actionable insights

Understand the impact appointments have on leads, 
opportunities and customers. Appointments scheduled 
through TimeTrade are captured directly in your organization’s 
Salesforce reporting. Review past and upcoming appointments, 
see appointment show rates, check-in, and start and end 
times associated with each appointment. Drive better business 
decisions by understanding the impact Intelligent Appointment 
Scheduling has made on your business.

Key features and benefits


